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Abstract

As genome sequencing tools and techniques improve, researchers are able to
incrementally assemble more accurate reference genomes, which enable sensitivity
in read mapping and downstream analysis such as variant calling. A more
sensitive downstream analysis is critical for a better understanding of the genome
donor (e.g., health characteristics). Therefore, read sets from sequenced samples
should ideally be mapped to the latest available reference genome that represents
the most relevant population. Unfortunately, the increasingly large amount of
available genomic data makes it prohibitively expensive to fully re-map each read
set to its respective reference genome every time the reference is updated. There
are several tools that attempt to accelerate the process of updating a read data
set from one reference to another (i.e., remapping) by 1) identifying regions that
appear similarly between two references and 2) updating the mapping location of
reads that map to any of the identified regions in the old reference to the
corresponding similar region in the new reference. The main drawback of existing
approaches is that if a read maps to a region in the old reference that does not
appear with a reasonable degree of similarity in the new reference, the read
cannot be remapped. We find that, as a result of this drawback, a significant
portion of annotations (i.e., coding regions in a genome) are lost when using
state-of-the-art remapping tools. To address this major limitation in existing
tools, we propose AirLift, a fast and comprehensive technique for remapping
alignments from one genome to another. Compared to the state-of-the-art
method for remapping reads (i.e., full mapping), AirLift reduces 1) the number of
reads (out of the entire read set) that need to be fully mapped to the new
reference by up to 99.99% and 2) the overall execution time to remap read sets
between two reference genome versions by 6.7⇥, 6.6⇥, and 2.8⇥ for large
(human), medium (C. elegans), and small (yeast) reference genomes,
respectively. We validate our remapping results with GATK and find that AirLift
provides similar accuracy in identifying ground truth SNP and INDEL variants as
the baseline of fully mapping a read set.

Code Availability. AirLift source code and readme describing how to reproduce
our results are available at https://github.com/CMU-SAFARI/AirLift.

Keywords: Genome Read Mapping; Genome Assembly; Remapping; Crossmap;
LiftOver
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1 Introduction

Reference genomes are inaccurate and do not perfectly represent the average healthy

individual of a species for a variety of reasons [1,2]. First, reference genomes are con-

structed using imperfect sequencing technologies that result in error-prone reads [3].

Second, the sequenced reads of an individual (i.e., read set) are assembled into a

reference genome using imperfect assembly tools [4,5]. As genome sequencing tech-

nology and assembly algorithms improve, and as more sequenced samples become

available, researchers are able to incrementally assemble more accurate reference

genomes. As an example, the Genome Reference Consortium (GRC) releases minor

updates to the human reference genome every three months and major updates

every few years [6, 7]. Very recently, significant advances have resulted in a novel

full telomere to telomere reference [8]. These updates are critical to the accuracy

of the reference genome as they enable the latest reference genome to provide the

most accurate and complete representation of the reference’s respective population.

Therefore, a read set should be mapped to the latest and most relevant reference

genome to obtain the most accurate downstream genome analysis results [9].

Currently, the best way to adapt an existing genomic study (i.e., read sets from

many samples) to a new reference genome is to re-run the entire analysis pipeline

using the new reference genome. For example, the original analysis of the read sets

from the 1000 Genomes Project was completed using the human reference genome

build 37 (GRCh37) [10]. After the next version of the reference (GRCh38) became

available, each read set from the 1000 Genomes Project was mapped again to the

new human reference genome (GRCh38) [11]. Unfortunately, this approach is com-

putationally very expensive and does not scale to large genomic studies that include

a large number of individuals for three key reasons. First, mapping even a single

read set is computationally expensive [12,13] (e.g., 75 hours for aligning 300,000,000

short reads, which provides 30⇥ coverage of the human genome) as it heavily re-

lies on a computationally-costly alignment algorithm [14, 15]. Second, the number

of available read sets doubles approximately every 8 months [16, 17], and the rate

of growth will continue to increase as sequencing technologies continue to become

more cost e↵ective and sequence with higher throughput [18]. Third, researchers

are beginning to use highly-specific reference genomes that better represent diverse

populations and ethnic groups [2,19,20,21,22,23,24,25]. This may result in the need

to map each read set to multiple reference genomes that represent various popu-

lations within the same species in order to correctly identify the genome donor’s

genetic variations (i.e., di↵erences from the most relevant reference genome).

To reduce the large overhead of fully mapping a read set to a new reference

genome, several existing tools [26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33] can be used to quickly remap

the reads (i.e., update a read’s alignment location from the original (old) reference

to another (new) reference). In the remainder of this paper, we collectively refer to

such methods as remapping tools. At a high level, state-of-the-art remapping tools

rely on chain files (described in Supplementary Section S2), which identify and list

constant regions, i.e., genome sequences that appear in both old and new references

(e.g., regions A and B in Figure 1) and their positional o↵sets into each reference

genome. A remapping tool uses a chain file to identify reads whose original mapping

locations in the old reference is su�ciently contained within constant regions and
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quickly updates the alignment location of each read according to how the location

of the constant region containing it changes between the old and new references.

For example, Read 2 in Figure 1 can be quickly remapped by shifting its location

by 5 base pairs from the old reference to the new reference.[1]

Unfortunately, these remapping tools 1) are not comprehensive in remapping a

read set, meaning that they cannot remap a significant proportion of reads due

to the limitations of using a chain file (e.g., a chain file only contains information

about genome sequences that appear exactly the same between two references and

their positional o↵sets into each reference), 2) are not accurate, meaning that some

remapped reads do not align to the sequence they are remapped to in the new

reference genome within the acceptable error rate, and 3) result in output on which

downstream analysis cannot be performed (i.e., do not provide an end-to-end BAM-

to-BAM[2] remapping solution). We identify two key limitations that we illustrate

in Figure 1. First, since each deleted region (i.e., a region that does not appear in

the new reference) does not have a corresponding region in the new reference, chain

files cannot provide information on how to remap reads that had originally mapped

to a deleted region. This is because, by definition, a deleted region has no similar

regions in the new reference. For example, Read 1 in Figure 1 maps to a deleted

region in the old reference and therefore cannot be remapped to the new reference

to any extent. Second, state-of-the-art remapping tools only consider the degree of

similarity between a read and the constant regions (from the chain file) in the old

reference, without considering the changes in the new reference when remapping

the read to the new reference. Therefore, remapping can result in a poor degree

of similarity between the read and the new reference. As an example, Read 3 in

Figure 1 maps to the old reference with high similarity (i.e., 4 deletions between

base pairs 1375 and 1379; < 5% error rate), so it is remapped to the new reference

at a location corresponding to the read’s original mapping in the old reference. This

remapping does not account for di↵erences that appear in the new reference (e.g.,

20 insertions between base pairs 1380 and 1400) and result in a high error rate (i.e.,

> 5%).

Due to these limitations, existing remapping tools are unable to comprehensively

remap a read set from one reference to another. We observe that state-of-the-art

remapping tools miss at least 7% of gene annotations when remapping reads from

an older human reference genome (hg16) to its latest version (GRCh38), as shown

in Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figure S1. These limitations require

researchers and practitioners to re-run the full genome analysis pipeline for each

read set on an updated reference genome for a comprehensive study.

Our goal is to provide the first read remapping technique across (reference)

genomes 1) that substantially reduces the time to remap a read set from an old

(i.e., previously mapped to) reference genome to a new reference genome, 2) that

is comprehensive in remapping a read set, i.e., attempts to remap all reads in a

read set, 3) provides accurate remapping results, i.e., provides alignments with er-

ror rates below a specified acceptable error rate, and 4) provides an end-to-end

[1]These tools are described in more detail in Supplementary Section S1.
[2]A BAM file is the binary version of a SAM file. A SAM file is a tab-delimited text

file that contains sequence alignment data [34].
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Figure 1: Limitations of Existing Remapping Tools. Existing remapping tools

correctly remap reads that mapped completely within a region indicated by the

chain file (e.g., Read 2). However, these tools 1) cannot remap reads that mapped

within a region in the old reference that does not appear in the new reference

(e.g., Read 1) and 2) may incorrectly remap reads that align to multiple constant

regions in the old reference (e.g., Read 3).

BAM-to-BAM remapping solution on which downstream analysis can be immedi-

ately performed. To this end, we propose AirLift, the first methodology and tool

that leverages the similarity between two reference genomes to satisfy our goal.

Specifically, AirLift greatly reduces the time to perform end-to-end BAM-to-BAM

remapping on a read set from one reference genome to another while maintaining

high accuracy and comprehensiveness that is comparable to fully mapping the read

set to the new reference.

We evaluate AirLift and demonstrate that AirLift satisfies the four design goals

of an e↵ective remapping tool by comparing it against state-of-the-art remapping

tools and the previous best method of fully mapping a read set to a new reference

with BWA-MEM [35] across various versions of the human, C. elegans, and yeast

references (summarized in Table 1). We demonstrate that AirLift can identify SNPs

and Indels with precision and recall similar to full mapping (via GATK Haplotype-

Caller [36]) while providing 2.6⇥ to 6.7⇥ speedup over fully mapping a read set to

the new reference genome.

Proposal Year Fast Comprehensive Accurate BAM-to-BAM Memory Usage

CrossMap [30] 2014 3 7 7 7 low
LiftOver [26] 2014 3 7 7 7 low
Full Mapping

2013 7 3 3 3 high
(BWA-MEM [35])

AirLift 2021 3 3 3 3 high

Table 1: AirLift vs. existing state-of-the-art remapping tools.

2 AirLift

In order to accurately and comprehensively remap a read set, AirLift 1) categorizes

and labels each region (i.e., a contiguous sequence within a genome) in the old

reference genome depending on its degree of similarity to the most similar region

in the new reference and 2) remaps each read from the old reference to the new

reference according to the label of the region in the old reference that the read had

been originally mapped to.

For each pair of references that AirLift remaps reads between, we must first con-

struct an AirLift Index, i.e., a set of lookup tables (LUTs), in a one-time prepro-
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cessing step. AirLift queries the AirLift Index with a read and its original mapping

location in the old reference (from the BAM file) to e�ciently identify the region

and the label of the region that the read mapped to in the old reference. This infor-

mation is then used to identify potential mapping locations of the read in the new

reference (based on regions in the new reference that are similar to the region that

the read mapped to in the old reference).

We next define these regions, show how to generate the AirLift Index, and then

explain how to use the AirLift Index to quickly remap a read set with high genome

coverage.

2.1 Reference Genome Regions

We identify four categories of regions that fully describe the relationship between

two reference genomes, old and new (shown in Figure 2):

1 A constant region is a region of the genome which is exactly the same in both

old and new reference genomes (colored in blue). The start and end positions

of a constant region are not necessarily the same in the old and new reference

genomes.

2 An updated region is a region in the old reference genome that maps to at

least one region in the new reference genome within a reasonable error rate,

i.e., di↵erences from the old reference (colored in orange with some di↵erences

marked with black bars).

3 A retired region is a region in the old reference genome that does not map to

any region in the new reference genome (colored in pink).

4 A new region is a region in the new reference genome that does not map to

any region in the old reference genome (colored in green).

We next describe how we identify and use these regions to quickly and comprehen-

sively remap a read set.

Old Reference Genome

New Reference Genome

…

…

Constant Region
Updated Region
Retired Region
New Region

Old Reference

New Reference

…

…

Constant Region Updated Region
Retired Region New Region

Old Reference Genome

New Reference Genome

…

…

Constant Region Updated Region
Retired Region New Region

Figure 2: An example pair of reference genomes (old and new) with regions

labeled (as constant, updated, retired, and new regions) and associated with

each other according to their degrees of similarity. Regions that are associated

with (i.e., similar to) each other are indicated with an arrow.

2.2 The AirLift Index

The AirLift Index is comprised of two lookup tables (LUTs), each of which has a

one-time construction cost for any pair of reference genomes. The LUTs describe

regions of similarity between a pair of reference genomes, which can then be used

to quickly remap reads between the references.

The first LUT, i.e., constant regions LUT, associates each constant region in the

old reference with its respective region in the new reference genome. AirLift queries

this constant regions LUT with a location (of a previously-mapped read) in the old
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reference to quickly find a list of corresponding locations in the new reference that

have the same genome sequence. AirLift uses this list of locations to update the

mapping of the read, as we explain in more detail in Section 2.4.

The second LUT, i.e., updated regions LUT, associates each updated region in the

old reference with its respective region in the new reference genome. AirLift queries

this updated regions LUT with a location (of a previously-mapped read) in the

old reference to quickly find a list of corresponding locations in the new reference

that have similar genome sequences. AirLift uses this list of locations to update the

mappings of the read, as we explain in more detail in Section 2.4.

Once constructed, the AirLift Index is used to aid in the e�cient mapping of any

number of reads from one reference genome to another reference genome. We next

explain how to label regions in the reference and construct the AirLift Index.

2.3 Categorizing Regions of Similarity and Constructing the AirLift Index

The AirLift Index is constructed via eight key steps, as we show in Figure 3.

(1) First, we want to identify all regions (i.e., genome sequences) that appear

exactly the same in both the old and the new reference genomes. To do so, we use

a chain file (described in Supplementary Section S2), which can be generated via

BLAT [37] with exact matching (no errors allowed) global alignment. In Figure 3,

we indicate the constant regions in blue.

(2) In order to label the remaining regions in the new reference, we first extract

seeds (i.e., smaller subsequences) from regions in the old reference that do not map

exactly to the new reference (non-blue regions). Note that these seeds a) are the

same length (N) as the reads that we want to remap, and b) are overlapping seeds,

i.e., completely overlap with each other such that a seed begins at each base pair

within each (non-blue) region and starting N � 1 base pairs before each (non-blue)

region. This is to ensure that AirLift completely accounts for all possible mapping

locations including sequences that may be partially included in a constant region.

(3) Next, we map the extracted seeds (from Step 2) to the new reference genome

to identify regions of approximate similarity across the reference genomes. Note that

this step can be done with any read mapper. We label as an updated region (colored

Find	exactly	matching	regions	
via	global	alignment1

Old	
Reference

New	
Reference

2 Extract	seeds	from	old	reference	
regions	that	do	not	align	exactly

100%	match

3 Align	extracted	seeds	from	the	
old	reference	to	the	new	reference

Overlapping	seeds

4

Constant	Region Updated	Region Retired	Region New	Region

✘
No	matches

Use	alignment	scores	
to	initially	label	regions

Seeds	from	a	retired	region
do	not	map	to	the	new	reference

Seeds	from	old	reference	
do	not	map	to	a	new	region

✘
✘

5 Extract	seeds	from	new	
regions	(in	the	new	reference)

Old	
Reference

New	
Reference

6 Align	seeds	from	new	regions to	
constant	regions	in	old	reference

Overlapping	seeds Categorize	regions	that	seeds	
align	to,	as	updated	regions

7 Form	constant	regions	LUT	based	
on	all	final	constant	region	labels 8 Form	updated	regions	LUT	based	

on	all	final	updated	region	labels

Figure 3: AirLift uses eight key steps to identify and label regions in the old and

new reference genomes as constant, updated, retired, or new in order to e�ciently

map any number of reads from an old reference genome to a new reference

genome.
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in orange) 1) any continuous segment of base pairs that any seed has mapped to in

the new reference or 2) any continuous segment of seed locations in the old reference

whose seeds have mapped to the new reference. Since it is an approximate mapping,

we indicate di↵erences between the updated regions in Figure 3 with black stripes.

These di↵erences are accounted for by the resulting chain file.

While we describe in more detail how we use these regions in Section 2.4, we can

quickly tell that if a read mapped to an updated region in the old reference genome,

there is a high chance that the read will map to the respective updated region in the

new reference genome. In order to comprehensively identify all possible locations

in the new reference that a read can map to just by examining the read’s mapping

location in the old reference, we map seeds from the new reference using an error

rate of 2e, where e is the acceptable error rate for a successful alignment. Due to

our usage of a conservative error rate (2e), we are still able to find every potential

mapping with an alignment score within the acceptable error rate (Explained in

Supplementary Section S4).

(4) We find regions in the old reference where seeds (extracted from Step 2) do

not align to and label them as retired regions, since the region or anything similar

does not exist in the new reference genome. Similarly, we find regions in the new

reference whose seeds do not map to the old reference genome and label them as

new regions, since the region or anything similar to the region does not exist in the

old reference genome.

(5) Next, we check to see whether regions within the recently-identified new

regions can be approximately aligned to constant regions in the old reference, since

we had only previously attempted mapping them to the non-constant regions (in

Step 3), and constant regions were only identified with exact matching. We do this

by first extracting overlapping seeds from the new regions.

(6) We then map the extracted overlapping seeds (from Step 5) to the constant

regions in the old reference genome. For any seeds that result in a successful align-

ment, we 1) additionally label the corresponding segment of the constant region as

an updated region and 2) relabel the corresponding segment of the new region as

an updated region. We can now consider each of these regions as updated regions,

since this step has resulted in identifying an associated similar region in the other

reference. This step is necessary to ensure that all regions in the old reference are

checked for similarity to all regions in the new reference, enabling a comprehensive

mapping for reads that map to any region in the old reference.

(7) We show the associated constant regions between the two references within

the areas shaded in blue and use this information to create a constant regions LUT,

which can be queried with a location in the old reference to obtain locations in the

new reference that contain the exact same sequence. We encode the mapping with

the chain file format (described in Supplementary Section S2).

(8) We show the associated updated regions between the two references within

the areas shaded in orange and use this information to create the updated regions

LUT, which can be queried to immediately return candidate locations in the new

reference that a read should be aligned to. We encode the mapping and account for

the minor di↵erences using the chain file format.
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2.4 Using AirLift to Remap a Read

AirLift follows the procedure illustrated in Figure 4 to comprehensively and accu-

rately remap a read set. AirLift first identifies the label of the region that the each

read had originally mapped to in the old reference using a series of steps (described

in Section 2.4.1). Depending on the label, AirLift remaps each read using one of

four independent cases (described in Section 2.4.2), depending on the label of the

region that the read originally mapped to within the old reference: (1) a read that

mapped to a constant region, (2) a read that mapped to an updated region, (3)

a read that mapped to a retired region, and (4) a read that never mapped to any

location in the old reference genome (i.e., an unmapped read).

Check	mapping	location	to	old	
reference	in	constant	regions	LUT	

Read	data	set	&mapping	information	to	old	reference	(BAM	file)		

For	each	read	that	mapped	
to	old	reference

If	read	mapped	to	a	
constant	region	

Check	mapping	location	to	old	
reference	in	updated	regions	LUT	

Fo
r	e
ac
h	r
ea
d	t
ha
t	d
id	

no
t	m

ap
	to
	ol
d	r
efe
re
nc
e

If	read	did	not	map	
to	any	constant	region

Remap	the read to new and updated regions	in	the
new	reference	using	a full mapper (e.g., BWA-MEM)

If	read	mapped	to	an	
updated	region	

The read mapped to	a
retired	region	in	the	old	reference	

If	read	did	not	map	
to	any	updated	region

4

Remap the	read	to	the	new	reference	
using	a	full	mapper	(e.g.,	BWA-MEM)

Remap	the	read	using	any	
remapping	tool	(e.g.,	CrossMap)

Mark	read	as	unmapped	
in	the	new	reference	

1

2

33

2

1

Figure 4: Using AirLift to remap a read set. AirLift remaps each read di↵erently

depending on the label of the region in the old reference that the read had

originally mapped to: constant, updated, retired, or unmapped.

2.4.1 Determining how to Remap each Read

To determine which case AirLift should apply when remapping a read, AirLift

performs the following steps on each read in the read set that originally mapped to

any location in the old reference. First, AirLift checks the read’s mapping location

to the old reference in the constant regions LUT ( 1 in Figure 4). If the mapping

location returns an associated location in the new reference, the read had been

originally mapped to a constant region in the old reference and AirLift remaps the

read via Case 1 (described in Section 2.4.2).

If the constant regions LUT does not return a location in the new reference, AirLift

next checks the read’s mapping location to the old reference in the updated regions

LUT ( 2 in Figure 4). If the mapping location returns an associated location in the

new reference, the read had been originally mapped to an updated region in the old

reference and AirLift remaps the read via Case 2 (described in Section 2.4.2).

If the updated regions LUT does not return a location in the new reference, the

read had been originally mapped to a retired region in the old reference ( 3 in

Figure 4). This is because an old reference is only comprised of constant, updated,

and retired regions, and AirLift already determined that the read was not originally

mapped to a constant or updated region. AirLift handles such reads via Case 3

(described in Section 2.4.2).
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In order to be comprehensive in remapping a read set, AirLift also considers the

reads that were unmapped in the old reference and attempts to remap them to the

new reference using Case 4 (described in Section 2.4.2).

2.4.2 Remapping each Read

Case 1: For a read that had originally mapped to a constant region, we simply

translate the mapping locations according to the o↵set in the specific constant

region from the old reference to the new reference. Since this is the extent of existing

state-of-the-art remapping tools capabilities, we can perform this step with any of

these tools (e.g., LiftOver, CrossMap) for any read that is fully encapsulated within

a chain file interval. In our analysis, we use CrossMap[3], since it outputs BAM files

that can be used for downstream analysis (e.g., variant calling) for validating our

results. The chain file represents only regions that are exact matches, so remapped

reads will perfectly match to regions in the new reference genome as well.

Case 2: For a read that maps to an updated region, we first query the updated

regions LUT to quickly obtain a list of locations in the new reference genome that

are similar (within a 2e error rate) to the location that the read mapped to in the

old reference genome. We can then use any aligner to align the read to all locations

returned by the updated regions LUT and return the locations in the new reference

genome that align with an error rate smaller than a user defined error rate (e).

Case 3: For a read that maps to a retired region (in the old reference genome),

we already know that the read will not map anywhere in the new reference genome,

since retired regions are not similar to any region in the new reference genome.

Therefore, we can mark that read as an unmapped read in the new reference genome.

Case 4: For a read that never mapped anywhere in the old reference genome,

we know that the read will not map to any constant region in the new reference

genome. However, there is a chance that the read can align to updated or new

regions in the new reference genome. Therefore, we must fully map the read to each

new and updated region using any read mapper.

3 Evaluation

Before showing our evaluations of AirLift’s execution time (in Section 3.2), memory

usage (in Section 3.3), and accuracy and comprehensiveness (in Section 3.4), we

describe our methodology for evaluation.

3.1 Evaluation Methodology

AirLift Tools. We evaluate AirLift using 1) CrossMap [27,30] to quickly move all

reads that map to constant regions in the old reference and 2) BWA-MEM [35] to

map reads when constructing the AirLift Index and when fully mapping all other

reads that do not map to constant regions (i.e., reads that map to updated regions

and never mapped to the old reference), according to the AirLift Index.

Evaluated Remappers.We evaluate two state-of-the-art remappers, CrossMap [27,

30] and UCSC LiftOver [26] to compare against AirLift. Note that these two remap-

pers do not provide a comprehensive or accurate solution to remapping reads from

[3]We make some necessary modifications to the CrossMap code such that its output

is compatible with GATK (See Supplementary Section S5).
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one reference to another. Due to the limitations of prior remappers (described in

Supplementary Section S3), we evaluate and compare against the only comprehen-

sive and accurate baseline of fully mapping the read set (from scratch without using

any prior mapping information) to the new reference genome with BWA-MEM [35].

Evaluated Reference Genomes. We evaluate AirLift with several versions of

reference genomes of varying size across 3 species (i.e., human, C. elegans, yeast)

as shown in Supplementary Table S2.

Evaluated Read Data Sets. We use DNA-seq read sets from four di↵erent sam-

ples of the set of species whose reference genomes we examine (as shown in Supple-

mentary Table S3).

GATK Variant Calling Evaluation. We evaluate AirLift remapping results via

variant calling with GATK HaplotypeCaller [36] by following the best practices [38],

VCFtools [39] to filter variant calling files based on a minimum quality score of 30

(i.e., ��minQ 30), and use the hap.py tool (https://github.com/Illumina/hap.py)

to benchmark the variant calling results.

Evaluation System. We run AirLift on a server with 64 cores (2 threads per core,

AMD EPYC 7742 @ 2.25GHz), and 1TB of the memory. We assign 32 threads for

C. elegans and yeast and 48 threads for human genomes when running all tools and

collect their runtimes (usr and sys) and memory usage using the time command in

Linux with -vp flags. We report the runtime (in seconds) and peak memory usage

(in megabytes) of our evaluations based on these configurations.

AirLift Evaluation Plots. In each AirLift evaluation plot, we show on the x-axis,

both the old reference genome (below) and the new reference genome (above) used

in the evaluation. Note that in our evaluations of AirLift, we only consider the

remapping stage (as other stages are preprocessing stages that are performed once

for each pair of reference genomes). We show the execution times of the preprocess-

ing stage in Supplementary Table S4.

3.2 AirLift Execution Time

We first demonstrate how AirLift reduces the time to map a set of reads to an

updated reference genome by reducing the number of reads that we must map.

Figure 5 plots the execution times (y-axis) for mapping a read set to a new refer-

ence genome using three di↵erent remapping tools, CrossMap, AirLift, and LiftOver

compared to the baseline of fully remapping the entire read set from an old reference

genome to the new reference genome. We provide the speedup of AirLift over fully

mapping the read set to the new reference (i.e., TFull Mapping/TAirLift) above each

bar.

The execution time of AirLift is calculated as the sum of the execution times for

performing each of the cases (described in Section 2.4.2) as follows:

TAirLift = Tconstant reads + Tupdated reads + Tretired reads + Tunmapped (1)

where Tconstant reads is the time to translate all reads that originally map to a con-

stant region in the old reference, Tupdated reads is the time to map all reads that

originally mapped to an updated region in the old reference, Tretired reads is the

time to map all reads that originally mapped to a retired region in the old refer-

ence, and Tunmapped is the time to map all reads that never mapped anywhere in the
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Figure 5: AirLift execution time results. We show the execution time (log-

scale y-axis) of running three remapping tools, CrossMap (blue), AirLift (or-

ange), and LiftOver (green) on a read set to a new reference genome against

the baseline (red) of fully mapping a read set to the new reference genome. We

plot the execution times of each tool for various pairs of reference genomes (x-

axis; where the old reference is at the bottom and the new reference is above

the old reference) in three separate plots for di↵erent sizes of reference genomes,

i.e., large (human), medium (C. elegans), small (yeast). We indicate the speedup

of AirLift against the full mapping baseline above each grouping of bars, since

AirLift and the baseline are the only comprehensive and accurate remapping

techniques available.

old reference. The exact execution time breakdowns for each of these four cases are

shown in Supplementary Table S6). We also provide the number of reads that Air-

Lift must remap in each case for each pair of references in Supplementary Table S7,

and the average time per read per case for each pair of references in Supplementary

Table S8.

We make three observations based on Figure 5 and the supplementary tables.

First, AirLift consistently provides significant speedup over the baseline (of fully

mapping a read set) across all tested pairs of references, ranging from 2.60⇥
(sacCer1!sacCer2) up to 6.7⇥ (hg19!hg38). Second, AirLift execution time is

largely comprised of the time to remap reads that originally mapped to the constant

region in the old reference. This is because the number of reads remapped by Air-

Lift are mostly (i.e., between 86.57% for hg16!hg38 and 98.47% for ce10!ce11)

comprised of reads that originally mapped to a constant region. Third, AirLift ex-

ecution time is significantly lower than the full mapping baseline since the average

time to remap a read from the constant regions is significantly lower than the av-

erage time to fully map a read. This is because AirLift can very e�ciently remap

reads from constant regions. Fourth, remapping a read set with AirLift between a

pair of references with a smaller constant regions size results in a higher execution

time. Therefore, AirLift performs faster when remapping reads between pairs of

references that are more similar to each other.

We conclude that AirLift significantly improves the execution time for comprehen-

sively and accurately remapping a read set from an old reference to a new reference

compared to the baseline of fully mapping the read set to the new reference.

3.3 AirLift Memory Usage
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Figure 6: AirLift memory usage results. Peak memory usage results for each

of the remapping tools during remapping.

Figure 6 plots the peak memory usage in MB (y-axis) across the remapping tools

(i.e., CrossMap, AirLift, and LiftOver) and baseline full mapping method (i.e.,

BWA-MEM ) for our set of evaluated reference pairs (x-axis). We find that across

all tested reference pairs, AirLift has similar peak memory requirements as our

full mapping baseline, BWA-MEM. This is because AirLift relies on BWA-MEM

to remap a portion (i.e., up to 16.61%) of the read set, which is large enough to

require the same amount of memory as mapping the full read set.

3.4 GATK Variant Calling Results

To demonstrate that AirLift provides similar mapping results as a full mapper

(baseline) and it is much more comprehensive and accurate than CrossMap and

LiftOver [4], we perform downstream analysis (i.e., variant calling). We use the

GATK HaplotypeCaller tool to call variants from both the 1) full mapping BAM

file and 2) Airlift-generated BAM file. We use the hap.py tool to benchmark 1) the

AirLift variant calls against full mapping, 2) the AirLift variant calls against the

gold standard (i.e., ground truth), and 3) full mapping variant calls against the

ground truth, if the ground truth is available. We use the variant calling ground

truth from the Platinum Genomes [40] and Genome in a Bottle [41] for the human

NA12878 sample. We only benchmark Airlift against full mapping for the C. elegans

and yeast data sets, since we do not have the ground truth for these species. We

report the precision and recall results for the SNPs and insertion-deletions (indels)

as calculated by hap.py (https://github.com/Illumina/hap.py).

Table 2 shows the variant calling results for human, C. elegans, and yeast genomes,

respectively. Each row contains quality measurements of identifying single nu-

cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion-deletions (indels) for a pair of refer-

ence genomes in terms of precision and recall (written as ‘precision score(%)/recall

score(%)’). For the human results, we show the precision and recall scores of full

mapping when identifying the set of SNPs and indels compared against the set of

SNPs and indels that the ground truth reports, to demonstrate how AirLift com-

pares against full mapping when identifying ground truth SNPs and indels. The

[4]The GATK HaplotypeCaller tool cannot analyze the outputs of CrossMap or LiftOver

since their outputs are not compatible with downstream analysis tools (as described

in Supplementary Section S5). Therefore, we do not analyze the outputs of CrossMap

or LiftOver in this section.
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columns are separated to show separate precision and recall scores for identifying

the set of SNPs and indels when compared against the set of SNPs and indels that

full mapping identifies (vs. Full Mapping) and the ground truth reports (vs. Ground

Truth; only available for human results).

Table 2: GATK Variant Calling Results for Human, C. elegans, and Yeast Genomes
Remap Read Sets vs. Full Mapping vs. Ground Truth

Technique from to SNP (%) Indel (%) SNP (%) Indel (%)

Full Mapping - hg38 - - 97.73/99.25 81.46/96.27

AirLift

hg16

hg38

92.69/92.31 85.01/87.14 95.05/97.73 76.22/94.12
hg17 92.52/95.27 84.67/88.61 94.58/98.45 75.93/94.76
hg18 93.10/95.33 85.10/88.64 95.00/98.49 76.25/94.81
hg19 93.77/95.61 85.28/89.02 95.47/98.64 76.22/95.03

AirLift

ce2 ce4 90.82/97.29 96.97/97.66 - -
ce4

ce10
91.06/96.96 96.81/97.30 - -

ce6 91.11/97.00 96.81/97.33 - -
ce6

ce11
90.01/96.12 95.86/96.18 - -

ce10 90.03/96.48 95.90/96.44 - -

AirLift
sacCer1 sacCer2 95.30/98.82 95.83/94.74 - -
sacCer1

sacCer3
86.35/94.27 90.38/88.65 - -

sacCer2 87.03/91.19 91.14/88.65 - -
GATK results of the read sets from all evaluated species remapped by AirLift from an older reference
version (e.g., hg16, hg17) to a more recent reference version (e.g., hg38) and for fully mapping (via
BWA-MEM) the read set to the latest human reference version (since we only have ground truth
GATK values for the human reference). For each read set remapped by AirLift, we show the pre-
cision(%)/recall(%) results of identifying SNPs and indels compared to 1) full mapping and 2) the
ground truth. We also show the results of fully mapping the read set to hg38 compared to the ground
truth. All results were obtained using GATK HaplotypeCaller [36] and hap.py.

We make two key observations. First, we observe that AirLift is able to identify

SNPs reported by full mapping with high precision and recall scores (as shown

under the first column, vs. Full Mapping). This is because AirLift 1) identifies all

possible mapping locations for each read in the read set similarly to the full mapping

approach, 2) comprehensively maps each read accordingly, and 3) reports accurate

alignment results (i.e., alignments with error rates below a specified acceptable error

rate) unlike existing remapping tools. Second, we observe that AirLift indentifies

SNPs and indels reported by the ground truth with precision similar to full mapping.

We observe this by comparing the results in the first row (i.e., Full Mapping) against

the AirLift results directly underneath them (e.g., 95.47%/98.64% precision/recall

values for identifying SNPs when full mapping to hg38 compared to 97.73%/99.25%

when using AirLift between hg19!hg38; only available for human results). We note

the small variation across precision and recall values in the table and attribute

them to two main factors. First, since AirLift performs the most e�cient method

for remapping a read in the case that multiple methods are available (i.e., a read

that maps to a constant region and updated region will be treated as a read in a

constant region), AirLift may report mapping results that do not necessarily result

in the best alignment score. Second, these discrepancies may occur as a result of

genomic repeats and reproducibility issues in BWA-MEM [42]. We argue that these

alignment di↵erences do not cause a significant loss in variant calling quality, as

AirLift precision and recall results for SNPs and indels are very similar to full

mapping (when both are benchmarked against the ground truth).

We have shown in our evaluations against existing state-of-the-art remapping

tools, that AirLift can comprehensively and accurately remap a read set from one

reference genome to another at high speeds (i.e., up to 6.7⇥ faster than our full
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mapping baseline). Since AirLift accomplishes our four goals of remapping a read

set quickly, comprehensively, accurately, and end-to-end, providing a BAM-to-BAM

result that can be immediately used in downstream analysis, we conclude that

AirLift is a viable tool to be used as a quick alternative to fully mapping a read set

when it had previously been mapped to a similar reference genome.

4 Conclusion

We introduce AirLift, a methodology and tool for quickly, comprehensively, and

accurately remapping a read data set that had previously been mapped to an older

reference genome to a newer reference genome. AirLift is the first tool that pro-

vides BAM-to-BAM remapping results of a read data set on which downstream

analysis can be immediately performed. The key idea of AirLift is to construct and

and use an AirLift Index, which exploits the similarity between two references to

quickly identify candidate locations that the read should be remapped to based on

its original mapping in the old reference. We compare AirLift against several exist-

ing remapping tools, CrossMap and LiftOver, which we demonstrate have several

major limitations. These tools either do not provide accurate and comprehensive

remapping results or do not result in remapping results on which downstream anal-

ysis can be immediately performed (summarized in Table 1). We compare AirLift

against the only comprehensive and accurate method of fully mapping a read data

set to the new reference using BWA-MEM, and find that AirLift significantly re-

duces the execution time by 6.7⇥, 6.6⇥, and 2.8⇥ for large (human), medium (C.

elegans), and small (yeast) reference genomes, respectively. We validate our results

against the ground truth and show that AirLift identifies similar rates of SNPs and

Indels as the full mapping baseline. We conclude that AirLift is the first compre-

hensive and accurate remapping tool that substantially reduces the execution time

of remapping a read data set, while providing end-to-end BAM-to-BAM results on

which downstream analysis can be performed. We look forward to future works that

take advantage of as well as improve AirLift for various genomic analysis studies.
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1 Currently Available Remapping Tools
UCSC LiftOver. One of the most commonly used remapping tools is UCSC LiftOver [1]. UCSC
LiftOver uses a chain file between two different assemblies of a genome to convert the coordinates from
one assembly to the assembly of the other genome. UCSC LiftOver suffers from three major shortcomings.
First, UCSC LiftOver functionality is limited to the genomes whose assemblies are provided by the UCSC
Genome Browser [2], hence, making it impossible to remap genomes whose assemblies are not yet included
in the tool. Second, the tool only converts the coordinates of regions within the old reference genome that
are highly similar to regions within the updated reference genome and ignores regions with significant
variance, which prevents a comprehensive remapping of the coordinates (described in more detail in
Supplementary Section 3). Third, UCSC LiftOver only supports BED-format (i.e., browser extensible
data) input files which limits its usage even further.
CrossMap. One alternative to UCSC LiftOver is CrossMap [3, 4]. CrossMap follows a similar approach
with UCSC LiftOver and uses chain files to convert mappings from an older reference genome to a newer
reference genome. Compared to UCSC LiftOver, CrossMap supports a larger set of input file formats,
such as BAM, SAM, or CRAM, BED, Wiggle, BigWig, GFF (i.e., general feature format) or GTF (i.e.,
gene transfer format), and VCF (i.e., variant call format) [3, 4]. Unfortunately, CrossMap suffers from
similar limitations as UCSC LiftOver.
NCBI Genome Remapping Service. Another alternative is NCBI Genome Remapping Service [5],
which also remaps the annotations from one genome assembly to another. NCBI Remap has support for
a larger set of input/output file formats, such as BED, GFF, GTF, and VCF. NCBI Remap can also
perform cross species remapping for a limited number of organisms. However, as with UCSC LiftOver,
NCBI Remap is limited by the provided assemblies.
Segment_liftover. Segment_liftover [6, 7] is another tool that is designed to map coordinates of one
genome assembly to another genome’s assembly while maintaining the integrity of the genome segments
that are not continuous anymore in the target assembly. However, Segment_liftover first runs UCSC
LiftOver and then attempts to approximately map any failed conversions [6]. Due to the high coverage of
UCSC LiftOver in remapping segments, most conversions are performed by UCSC LiftOver and therefore
suffer from the same shortcomings of UCSC LiftOver.
Galaxy. Galaxy [8, 9] is a web-based platform, which has LiftOver as part of its toolset. This tool is
based on UCSC LiftOver [1] and the chain files provided by UCSC Genome Browser [2]. Thus, Galaxy
also suffers from similar limitations as UCSC LiftOver.
PyLiftover. PyLiftover [10] is a Python implementation of a limited version of UCSC LiftOver.
PyLiftover does not convert ranges (i.e., only converts point coordinates) between different assemblies,
and it does not support BED-format input files.
Bazam. Bazam [11] is another tool which remaps short paired reads by optimizing memory usage while
providing high parallelism. However, Bazam only targets the steps where reads are read from a BAM or
CRAM file (i.e., read extraction) and sent to an aligner (e.g., BWA [12]). Eventually, all the reads are
remapped to the new reference genome, which is inefficient.
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2 Chain File Format
The chain file [13] is a commonly used data structure across remapping tools and essentially describes
the relationship of two reference genomes. The chain file is typically generated with two steps: 1)
performing global alignment to detect similar regions between two reference genomes, and 2) encoding
the identified similarities into a simple readable format. The chain file encodes the differences of large
genomic sequences (e.g., chromosomes) as a list of three-integer-tuples. The first integer represents the
length of the alignment strand, or shared sequence. The second integer represents the length of the gap,
or different sequence in the old reference genome. The third integer represents the length of the gap
in the new reference genome. In this way, the offset of an alignment strand across the old and new
reference genomes can be quickly calculated, and reads that fall within the alignment strand can be
quickly remapped according to the offset.

3 Limitations of Currently Available Remapping Tools
Repeating a genomic study using a different version of the reference genome is computationally very
expensive. A faster and more convenient way to achieve this is to “remap” the mapping locations from
the older reference genome to its updated version [1, 4, 7, 6, 3, 5, 9, 10]. While these tools (described in
Section 1) can quickly move many annotations, there are several limitations with the current methodology
that we study and demonstrate with UCSC LiftOver [1]. UCSC LiftOver is both the state-of-the-art
tool commonly used for remapping reads and also the codebase wrapped or modeled by several other
tools [7, 8, 9, 10]. In Figure 1, read 2 (mapped to location 1210 in the old reference) shows an example of
how a read is remapped using such a tool. The tool identifies a region corresponding to the region that
read 2 maps to (region A) that is similar across the two reference. Since the region begins at location
1180 in the new reference and to 1175 in the old reference, all reads mapping to region B are also shifted
by 5 base pairs when remapping them to the new reference.

In our evaluation of UCSC LiftOver [1], we find that techniques relying on the standard chain file
format do not account for large insertions (i.e., many new base pairs that exist in the new reference but
not in the old reference) in the new reference genome. Discounting insertions results in two problems
when using these techniques: 1) a remapped read can contain a large insertion in the new reference
resulting in a poor alignment and low accuracy, and 2) insertions have low coverage in the new reference
due to the limitations of chain files resulting in low coverage of the new reference. We illustrate these
issues in Figure 1 (Reads 3 and 1, respectively).

3.1 Limitation 1: Low Accuracy
The first limitation we identify is that UCSC LiftOver [1] only accounts for the overlap between a read
and alignment sequences in the old reference genome when remapping the read. A read will be remapped
to the new reference genome if the total length of gaps in the old reference genome between the start and
end of the read is less than the read length multiplied by the selected error acceptance rate (5% is typically
used in read alignment. This corresponds to the Minimum ratio of bases that must remap parameter on
the UCSC LiftOver webtool [1] being set to 0.95). However, the tool remaps the read regardless of the
total length of the gaps in the new reference genome. This means, that if there is a large insertion in
the new reference genome between the start and end of the read in the alignment strand, the read will
still be mapped even if the read no longer aligns to that location with an error acceptance rate of 5%.
For example, read 3 in Figure 1 maps to the old reference genome at location 1360. While there are 4
base pairs of difference (1375-1379) at the read’s mapping location in the old reference, it is within the
5% error acceptance rate and therefore will be remapped to location 1365 in the new reference. The new
mapping in the new reference has an insertion of 20 base pairs long, which means that the new mapping
can have an error rate of 20% (which is well beyond the 5% error acceptance rate). In our evaluation
of UCSC LiftOver (with an error acceptance rate of 5%, and reads of length 100 base pairs), 0.41% of
remapped reads resulted in an error rate greater than 5% (often times much greater, i.e., >40%) when
aligned to the sequence at the remapped location in the new reference genome.

3.2 Limitation 2: Low Coverage
The second limitation we identify is that UCSC LiftOver [1] is inherently unable to remap reads 1) to
regions in the new reference genome with large insertions (i.e., regions that do not appear in the old
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reference) or 2) that map to deleted regions in the old reference (i.e., regions that do not appear in the
new reference). This results in low coverage of those regions in the new reference. For example, Read
1 in Figure 1 maps to the old reference genome in a deleted region (1030-1130). However, since the
chain file cannot relay how that region relates to the new reference, the read cannot be moved to the
new reference. In addition, the large insertion in the new reference (1000-1180) does not get mapped to
since reads never mapped to regions similar to it in the old reference genome. We confirm this finding
by studying chain files for sets of reference genomes and their capability to remap reads from the old
reference genome to specific regions in the new reference genome. In Supplementary Figure S1, we
show the amount of information lost when remapping from one human reference genome version (x-axis)
to the latest human reference genome version (hg38). The y-axis shows the percentage of annotations
(labeled and marked with unique colors) missed when remapping using UCSC LiftOver. We make two
key observations based on Supplementary Figure S1. First, we observe that a significant portion (>7%)
of the genes and transcripts are lost when simply using an available remapping tool (i.e., UCSC LiftOver)
between hg16 and hg38. Second, the percentage of the missed annotations decreases as the difference in
versions becomes smaller, but even when lifting annotations between hg19 (released in 2009) and hg38
(released in 2013), 4.47% of genes are “lost” in hg38. Supplementary Table S1 contains the exact values
of each lost annotation (in percentages) when using UCSC LiftOver from hg16, hg17, hg18, and hg19
(rows) to hg19 and hg38 (columns). We expect to observe similar behavior in tools that wrap UCSC
LiftOver (e.g., [7, 8, 9, 10]).

3.3 The Need for a Comprehensive Remapping Tool
As the output of lifting annotations from one reference to another is used in downstream genome analysis,
we argue that the speed and accuracy of lifting annotations, and coverage of the new reference genome
are all crucial. However, prior works mainly focus on the speed at the cost of both accuracy and coverage.
These remapping tools are often very inaccurate and can only lift mappings or annotations for regions with
minor changes [14]. Therefore, if researchers want a comprehensive study using a new reference genome,
they must map the entire read data set to the new reference genome rather than rely on the results of
such remapping tools [14]. Due to the high similarity between the old and new reference genomes, we
can use information from the old mapping to very quickly map a read data set to an updated reference
genome. Our goal is to produce a method for quickly remapping the reads of a sample from one reference
genome to an updated version of the reference genome or another similar reference genome with high
genome coverage.

4 Creating the AirLift Index with a 2e Error Rate
In Supplementary Figure S2, we illustrate an example of why using a 2e error rate enables AirLift to
find all possible alignments of a read in the old reference. In Supplementary Figure S2, a read (of length
20) aligns to a subsequence in the updated region of the old reference genome with an e = 5% error rate
(one mismatch on the 9th base pair), and also aligns to a subsequence in the updated region of the new
reference genome with an e = 5% error rate (one mismatch on the 16th base pair). While the read could
map to either of the regions with a 5% (e) error rate, the sequences between the updated regions exhibit
a 10% (2e) error rate, and thus we could only identify the new region as a potential match if we use a 2e
error rate when categorizing regions.

5 Prior Tools Compatibility with GATK
UCSC LiftOver. UCSC LiftOver only generates Browser Extensible Data (BED) files when remapping
read sets. BED files are incompatible with variant calling tools, as they lose a lot of information required
for variant callers.
CrossMap. CrossMap incorrectly handles supplemental alignments, resulting in duplicate mappings in
the BAM file that cannot be used for variant calling. We have made a few updates to CrossMap as can
be found in the forked repository https://github.com/canfirtina/CrossMap.
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6 AirLift Index Study
We first analyze the AirLift Indices to determine the breakdown of regions across both old and new
references. Supplementary Table S4 shows the region sizes (i.e., constant, updated, retired) that an
old reference is comprised of when preprocessed with another reference. We note that the closer the
version numbers between the pair of references are to each other, 1) the larger the constant region is,
and 2) the smaller the updated region is. This is intuitive as each reference genome version releases
incremental changes to update missing and inaccurate sequences, so the similarity between consecutive
releases would likely be higher than that between releases further apart. We also observe, as expected,
that the percentage of reads that map to a region in the reference is correlated with the region size (i.e.,
larger regions have more reads mapped to that region).

Since the most expensive method for remapping in AirLift (i.e., full mapping via BWA-MEM) is
employed only for reads that mapped to updated regions of the old reference or never mapped at all, we can
expect a significant reduction in the mapping time, based on the small updated regions of Supplementary
Table S4.
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Supplementary Tables for AirLift

Table S1: Annotations in the new reference not covered by reads when remapping reads across reference
genomes with UCSC LiftOver.

New Reference
hg19

O
ld

R
ef

. gene exon stop codon CDS start codon transcript
hg16 3.07 0.92 0.79 0.77 0.72 2.92
hg17 1.45 0.36 0.23 0.24 0.24 1.22
hg18 0.84 0.12 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.78

hg38

O
ld

R
ef

. gene exon stop codon CDS start codon transcript
hg16 7.06 2.41 2.13 2.16 2.07 7.03
hg17 5.38 1.18 0.93 0.93 0.89 5.13
hg18 4.95 0.96 0.73 0.75 0.72 4.72
hg19 4.47 0.74 0.50 0.59 0.53 4.24

Between each pair of reference genomes, we indicate the exact values of specific annotation types (e.g., gene, exon, stop
codon, CDS, start codon, transcript) that are “lost” when using UCSC LiftOver [1] on a read data set from an old reference
(rows) to a new reference (columns). Briefly, 3.07% of the gene model coordinates in hg16 assembly are not found in hg19,
where the loss rate of genes reaches 4.47% between the most recent two assembly versions (hg19 and hg38).

Table S2: Details of the reference genomes that we use in our evaluations.

Species Version Total # of Bases non-N Bases Release Date

Human

hg16 3,091,959,510 2,865,086,288 2004-02-04
hg17 3,091,360,260 2,865,812,574 2004-08-24
hg18 3,104,054,490 2,881,568,385 2006-03-03
hg19 3,137,144,693 2,897,293,955 2009-02-27
hg38 3,209,286,105 3,049,316,098 2013-12-24

C. elegans

ce2 100,291,769 100,291,761 2004-03-01
ce4 100,281,244 100,281,244 2007-01-01
ce6 100,281,426 100,281,244 2008-05-01
ce10 100,286,070 100,286,070 2012-04-13
ce11 100,286,401 100,286,401 2013-02-07

Yeast
sacCer1 12,156,302 12,156,302 2001-10-01
sacCer2 12,162,995 12,162,995 2008-06-01
sacCer3 12,157,105 12,157,105 2014-12-17

Table S3: Read data sets that we use in our evaluations.

Read Data Set Accession No. Details

Human NA12878 - Illumina ERR194147 795,505,905 paired-end reads (101bps each, 50⇥ coverage)
Human NA12878 - Illumina ERR262997 643,097,275 paired-end reads (101bps each, 40⇥ coverage)

C. elegans N2 - Illumina SRR3536210 78,696,056 paired-end reads (101bps each, 150⇥ coverage)
Yeast S288C - Illumina ERR1938683 3,318,467 paired-end reads (150bps each, 82⇥ coverage)
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Table S4: AirLift Preprocessing Time

Species
Remapping reads

Preprocessing Time (s) Processing Time (s)
From To

Human

hg16

hg38

10303.83 (1.88%) 548075.93
hg17 10005.79 (1.91%) 523863.33
hg18 7764.80 (1.61%) 467759.21
hg19 6912.65 (1.58%) 437509.45

C. elegans

ce2 ce4 69.12 (1.33%) 5197.01
ce4

ce10
70.95 (1.32%) 5374.81

ce6 68.14 (1.29%) 5281.88
ce6

ce11
56.94 (1.04%) 5475.44

ce10 56.98 (1.07%) 5324.87

Yeast

sacCer1 sacCer2 6.50 (2.43%) 267.52
sacCer1

sacCer3
10.22 (3.56%) 287.08

sacCer2 11.46 (4.23%) 270.92

We show for our selected species’ reference genomes, human (large), C. elegans (medium), yeast (small) the execution time
for preprocessing a pair of references. The execution time is shown for different version pairs of each reference genome
(row). The preprocessing time for each pair of references is measured in seconds and the percentage of the full remapping
time (processing time) is shown in parenthesis.

Table S5: Breakdown of Region Labels for Each Pair of Reference Genomes.

Species Remapping a read set Constant (%) Updated (%) Retired (%)From To

Human

hg16

hg38

85.7475 14.1867 0.0659
hg17 86.5513 13.4106 0.0382
hg18 86.6874 13.2485 0.0641
hg19 87.1995 12.7344 0.0660

C. elegans

ce2 ce4 99.9862 0.0109 0.0028
ce4 ce10 99.9738 0.0222 0.0040
ce6 99.9770 0.0191 0.0040
ce6 ce11 99.8262 0.1587 0.0151
ce10 99.8505 0.1428 0.0067

Yeast
sacCer1 sacCer2 90.2503 8.7276 1.0220
sacCer1 sacCer3 99.4449 0.5297 0.0254
sacCer2 99.5459 0.4289 0.0252

We show for our selected species’ reference genomes, human (large), C. elegans (medium), yeast (small) how versions of
the reference genome (row) are comprised of distinct regions (i.e., constant, updated, retired) in relation to a more recent
version of the species. Each cell contains the percentage of the old reference genome that each category of regions (columns)
comprises.

Table S6: Execution Time Breakdown for Remapping a Read Set by Case

Species
Remapping reads Time to remap reads that originally mapped to region (s):

From To 1. Constant 2. Updated 3. Retired 4. Unmapped Total

Human

hg16

hg38

107390.64 (19.59%) 430851.66 (78.61%) 98.59 (0.02%) 9735.04 (1.78%) 548075.93
hg17 107373.59 (20.50%) 408492.93 (77.98%) 79.35 (0.02%) 7917.46 (1.51%) 523863.33
hg18 106318.91 (22.73%) 354026.40 (75.69%) 77.36 (0.02%) 7336.54 (1.57%) 467759.21
hg19 106136.64 (24.26%) 324513.21 (74.17%) 52.39 (0.01%) 6807.21 (1.56%) 437509.45

C. elegans

ce2 ce4 5138.04 (98.87%) 8.23 (0.16%) 0.09 (0.00%) 50.65 (0.97%) 5197.01
ce4

ce10
5311.64 (98.82%) 9.03 (0.15%) 0.00 (0.00%) 54.14 (1.01%) 5374.81

ce6 5219.78 (98.82%) 7.96 (0.15%) 0.00 (0.00%) 54.14 (1.03%) 5281.88
ce6

ce11
5386.70 (98.38%) 36.84 (0.67%) 0.00 (0.00%) 51.90 (0.95%) 5475.44

ce10 5273.38 (99.03%) 0.00 (0.00%) 0.00 (0.00%) 51.49 (0.97%) 5324.87

Yeast

sacCer1 sacCer2 263.90 (98.65%) 2.60 (0.97%) 0.00 (0.00%) 1.42 (0.53%) 267.52
sacCer1

sacCer3
276.75 (96.40%) 10.13 (3.53%) 0.00 (0.00%) 1.42 (0.50%) 287.08

sacCer2 262.32 (96.82%) 8.13 (3.00%) 0.00 (0.00%) 1.42 (0.53%) 270.92

We show for our selected species’ reference genomes, human (large), C. elegans (medium), yeast (small) the execution time
breakdown of remapping a read set. The execution time is shown for different versions of each reference genome (row)
and is shown for the four remapping cases: 1) reads that originally mapped to a constant region, 2) reads that originally
mapped to an updated region, 3) reads that originally mapped to a retired region, and 4) reads that never mapped to
the old reference (i.e., unmapped). The remap time for each case is measured in seconds and the percentage of the full
remapping time is shown in parenthesis.
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Table S7: Number of Reads Remapped by Each AirLift Case

Species
Remapping reads Time to remap reads that originally mapped to region (s):

From To 1. Constant 2. Updated 3. Retired 4. Unmapped Total

Human

hg16

hg38

2866050090 (86.57%) 401163904 (12.12%) 408920 (0.0124%) 43205312 (1.30%) 3310828226
hg17 2869062015 (86.78%) 396473981 (11.99%) 126607 (0.0038%) 40431845 (1.22%) 3306094448
hg18 2870008151 (88.04%) 350216312 (10.74%) 126040 (0.0039%) 39551799 (1.21%) 3259902302
hg19 2870919584 (90.88%) 249423596 (7.90%) 60300 (0.0019%) 38781755 (1.23%) 3159185235

C. elegans

ce2 ce4 155088879 (98.30%) 59432 (0.038%) 1700 (0.002%) 2413178 (1.53%) 157563189
ce4

ce10
155091089 (98.41%) 91980 (0.058%) 0 (0.000%) 2413157 (1.53%) 157596226

ce6 155091089 (98.46%) 9444 (0.006%) 0 (0.000%) 2413157 (1.03%) 157513690
ce6

ce11
155091090 (98.47%) 1040 (0.001%) 0 (0.000%) 2413156 (1.53%) 157505286

ce10 155094686 (98.47%) 0 (0.000%) 0 (0.000%) 2409560 (1.53%) 157504246

Yeast

sacCer1 sacCer2 6509230 (97.79%) 17676 (0.27%) 0 (0.00%) 129581 (1.95%) 6656487
sacCer1

sacCer3
6509230 (97.36%) 63404 (0.95%) 0 (0.00%) 129581 (1.93%) 6702215

sacCer2 6509230 (97.79%) 46652 (0.70%) 0 (0.00%) 129576 (1.94%) 6685458

We show for our selected species’ reference genomes, human (large), C. elegans (medium), yeast (small) the number of reads
in a read set that is mapped by each AirLift case. The number of reads is shown for different versions of each reference
genome (row) and is shown for the four remapping cases: 1) reads that originally mapped to a constant region, 2) reads
that originally mapped to an updated region, 3) reads that originally mapped to a retired region, and 4) reads that never
mapped to the old reference (i.e., unmapped). The percentage of the full read set is shown in parenthesis.

Table S8: Execution Time per Read when Remapping a Read Set by Case

Species
Remapping reads Avg time to remap a read originally mapped to region (us)

From To 1. Constant 2. Updated 3. Retired 4. Unmapped

Human

hg16

hg38

37.470 1074.004 241.099 225.320

hg17 37.425 1030.315 626.743 195.822

hg18 37.045 1010.879 613.773 185.492

hg19 36.970 1301.053 868.822 175.526

C. elegans

ce2 ce4 33.130 138.478 52.941 20.989

ce4
ce10

34.249 98.174 - 22.435

ce6 33.656 842.863 - 22.435

ce6
ce11

34.732 3542.308 - 21.507

ce10 33.812 - - 21.369

Yeast

sacCer1 sacCer2 40.542 14.709 - 10.958

sacCer1
sacCer3

42.517 15.977 - 10.958

sacCer2 40.300 17.427 - 10.959

We show for our selected species’ reference genomes, human (large), C. elegans (medium), yeast (small) the average execution
time to remap a single read depending on the AirLift case. The execution time is shown for different versions of each reference
genome (row) and is shown for the four remapping cases: 1) reads that originally mapped to a constant region, 2) reads
that originally mapped to an updated region, 3) reads that originally mapped to a retired region, and 4) reads that never
mapped to the old reference (i.e., unmapped). The average remap time for each read is measured in microseconds. Each
value is calculated by dividing the corresponding cell in Table S6 by the corresponding cell in Table S7.
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Supplementary Figures for AirLift
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jeremie@staff-net-cx-0584:~/private/college/PhD/Projects/genome_remap/characterization/scripts$ python annotation_analysis.py ../data.csv

Genes

Transcripts

Exons

CDS Start Codons
Stop Codons

Figure S1: Percentage of different annotations missed when remapping reads from an old reference (x-axis)
to the latest reference (hg38), using UCSC LiftOver [1].

ACGTACGTCAAGATACAGAG

ACGTACGTGAAGATACAGAG

ACGTACGTCAAGATAGAGAG

Original read: 

Updated region in old reference:

Updated region in new reference:

5%
10%

Figure S2: In order to comprehensively account for possible mappings of a read that previously mapped
to an old reference genome, we create a lookup table describing the similarity between two reference
genomes, using 2⇥ the alignment error acceptance rate. As an example, if a read aligns to a location
in the old reference genome with a 5% error rate (1 substitution in 20 base pairs), it is possible for the
same read to map to a location in the new reference genome (with a 5% error rate) whose sequence is
10% different (2 substitutions in 20 base pairs) from the sequence in the old reference genome.
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